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QUESTION 1

A site has six members in a pool. Three of the servers are new and have more memory and a faster processor than the
others. Assuming all other factors are equal and traffic should be sent to all members, which two load-balancing
methods are most appropriate? (Choose two.) 

A. Ratio 

B. Priority 

C. Observed 

D. Round Robin 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 2

Under what condition must an appliance license be reactivated? 

A. Licenses only have to be reactivated for RMAs - no other situations. 

B. Licenses generally have to be reactivated during system software upgrades. 

C. Licenses only have to be reactivated when new features are added (IPv6, Routing Modules, etc) - no other
situations. 

D. Never. Licenses are permanent for the platform regardless the version of software installed. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

Assume a BIG-IP has no NATs or SNATs configured. Which two scenarios are possible when client traffic arrives on a
BIG-IP that is NOT destined to a self-IP? (Choose two.) 

A. If the destination of the traffic does not match a virtual server, the traffic will be discarded. 

B. If the destination of the traffic does not match a virtual server, the traffic will be forwarded based on routing tables. 

C. If the destination of the traffic matches a virtual server, the traffic will be processed per the virtual server definition. 

D. If the destination of the traffic matches a virtual server, the traffic will be forwarded, but it cannot be load-balanced
since no SNAT has been configured. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 4
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Which process or system can be monitored by the BIG-IP system and used as a fail-over trigger in a redundant pair
configuration? 

A. bandwidth utilization 

B. duplicate IP address 

C. CPU utilization percentage 

D. VLAN communication ability 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Assuming that systems are synchronized, which action could take place if the fail-over cable is connected correctly and
working properly, but the systems cannot communicate over the network due to external network problems? 

A. If network fail-over is enabled, the standby system will assume the active mode. 

B. Whether or not network fail-over is enabled, the standby system will stay in standby mode. 

C. Whether or not network fail-over is enabled, the standby system will assume the active mode. 

D. If network fail-over is enabled, the standby system will go into active mode but only until the network recovers. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

Which IP address will the client address be changed to when SNAT automap is specified within a Virtual Server
configuration? 

A. The floating self IP address on the VLAN where the packet leaves the system. 

B. The floating self IP address on the VLAN where the packet arrives on the system. 

C. It will alternate between the floating and non-floating self IP address on the VLAN where the packet leaves the
system so that port exhaustion is avoided. 

D. It will alternate between the floating and non-floating self IP address on the VLAN where the packet arrives on the
system so that port exhaustion is avoided. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

Where is persistence mirroring configured? 

A. It is always enabled. 
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B. It is part of a pool definition. 

C. It is part of a profile definition. 

D. It is part of a virtual server definition. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

Which statement is true concerning cookie persistence? 

A. Cookie persistence allows persistence independent of IP addresses. 

B. Cookie persistence allows persistence even if the data are encrypted from client to pool member. 

C. Cookie persistence uses a cookie that stores the virtual server, pool name, and member IP address in clear text. 

D. If a client\\'s browser accepts cookies, cookie persistence will always cause a cookie to be written to the client\\'s file
system. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

A virtual server is listening at 10.10.1.100:any and has the following iRule associated with it: when CLIENT_ACCEPTED
{ if {[TCP::local_port] equals 21 } { pool ftppool } elseif {[TCP::local_port] equals 23 } { pool telnetpool } If a user connects
to 10.10.1.100 and port 22, which pool will receive the request? 

A. ftppool 

B. telnetpool 

C. None. The request will be dropped. 

D. Unknown. The pool cannot be determined from the information provided. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

When configuring a pool member\\'s monitor, which three association options are available? (Choose three.) 

A. inherit the pool\\'s monitor 

B. inherit the node\\'s monitor 

C. configure a default monitor 

D. assign a monitor to the specific member 
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E. do not assign any monitor to the specific member 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 11

A site needs to terminate client HTTPS traffic at the BIG-IP and forward that traffic unencrypted. Which two are profile
types that must be associated with such a virtual server? (Choose two.) 

A. TCP 

B. HTTP 

C. HTTPS 

D. ClientSSL 

E. ServerSSL 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 12

Assume the bigd daemon fails on the active system. Which three are possible results? (Choose three.) 

A. The active system will restart the bigd daemon and continue in active mode. 

B. The active system will restart the tmm daemon and continue in active mode. 

C. The active system will reboot and the standby system will go into active mode. 

D. The active system will fail-over and the standby system will go into active mode. 

E. The active system will continue in active mode but gather member and node state information from the standby
system. 

Correct Answer: ACD 

 

QUESTION 13

Where is persistence mirroring configured? 

A. It is always enabled. 

B. It is part of a pool definition. 

C. It is part of a profile definition. 

D. It is part of a virtual server definition. 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 14

A site is load balancing to a pool of web servers. Which statement is true concerning BIG-IP\\'s ability to verify whether
the web servers are functioning properly or not? 

A. Web server monitors can test the content of any page on the server. 

B. Web server monitors always verify the contents of the index.html page. 

C. Web server monitors can test whether the server\\'s address is reachable, but cannot test a page\\'s content. 

D. Web server monitors can test the content of static web pages, but cannot test pages that would require the web
server to dynamically build content. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 15

Which is an advantage of terminating SSL communication at the BIG-IP rather than the ultimate web server? 

A. Terminating SSL at the BIG-IP can eliminate SSL processing at the web servers. 

B. Terminating SSL at the BIG-IP eliminates all UN-encrypted traffic from the internal network. 

C. Terminating SSL at the BIG-IP eliminates the need to purchase SSL certificates from a certificate authority. 

D. Terminating SSL at the BIG-IP eliminates the need to use SSL acceleration hardware anywhere in the network. 

Correct Answer: A 
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